
Letters to the Editor: Nuclear
power poses unacceptable risks.
It's not a climate change solution
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The Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant, which is slated to be
decommissioned in 2025, in San Luis Obispo County, Calif. (Joe
Johnston / San Luis Obispo Tribune)

To the editor: Jonah Goldberg's column, "If Biden

is serious about the climate crisis, he should put

nuclear on the table," is misleading.

The myth of "newer, safer, less expensive" nuclear

power has promised for decades to deliver a

magical climate solution. Unfortunately, despite

billions of dollars in research and development,

subsidies, loan guarantees and liability waivers,
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and countless promises that next-generation

technology was "just around the corner," nuclear

power is not and will never be that solution.

It is far too slow and costly to impact the climate

crisis, and it presents insurmountable threats to

public health that will worsen as the climate crisis

grows. Radioactive waste generated by nuclear

power will remain dangerous for thousands of

years, burdening future generations for our short-

sighted gain.

We need to stop wasting precious resources on

false solutions that prop up uneconomical and

polluting industries and invest instead in truly

sustainable, community-driven solutions.

Denise Duffield, Santa Monica

The writer is associate director of Physicians for
Social Responsibility-Los Angeles.

..

To the editor: Goldberg should make up his mind

whether he thinks the climate crisis is no big deal,

or it's so dire we must spend big on new nuclear

plants.

He fails to consider that there is still no plan for

long-term storage of spent nuclear waste in this

country. Even if the proposed Yucca Mountain site

had survived the protests of the citizens of

Nevada — a state without any nuclear plants of

its own — the fact remains there was no plan to

safely transport the waste there anyway.

Meanwhile, a study by Oregon State University

researchers reports that putting solar installations

on just 1% of our agricultural land would meet all

our demand for electricity while providing extra

income for farmers, and the land can still do

double duty growing forage or food crops.
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announcing his retirement at the age of 37.
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exposing 'astonishing move' on controversial hire
A spokesperson for Terry McAuliffe’s Virginia gubernatorial
campaign acknowledged her effort to try and “kill” a story
about his campaign reportedly spending $60,000 to hire a…
high-profile attorney known for masterminding election-
related legal challenges.
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Olympics in protest of China's human rights record. A
bipartisan group of lawmakers is now seeking to force the
issue, introducing a diplomatic boycott measure to be added
on to the defence budget bill - legislation that Congress has
passed without fail every year for the past six decades.
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462,000 since the pandemic began, state statistics service…
Rosstat said on Friday. The figure was down from a peak of
51,044 in July, although infections and fatalities began to
surge again in the second half of September and have
repeatedly touched record levels this month, leading
authorities to reintroduce stricter health restrictions. The
overall COVID-19 death toll reported by Rosstat is almost
double the figure of 236,220 published by the Russian
coronavirus task force earlier on Friday.
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the first in-person G20 since the pandemic changed the
world, the second American Catholic president met the firs…
Argentine pope for a 90-minute closed-door meeting. Biden
arrived precisely at noon in a motorcade with nearly 80 gas-
guzzling cars and several helicopters overhead as the church
bells of Rome tolled throughout the city.As he and his wife
Jill shook hands of those waiting for him in a long receiving
line leading to the waiting pont
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Pence wades into school debate roiling Va governor's
race
Former Vice President Mike Pence on Thursday hailed
activist parents who are decrying school curriculums as un-
American, equating instruction on the effects of institution…
racism with “state-sponsored racism” and warning that such
efforts might “indoctrinate” children. The fight over schools
has become a flashpoint in the Virginia governor's race,
where polls show a dead heat between Democrat Terry
McAuliffe and Republican Glenn Youngkin ahead of Election
Day on Tuesday. In his speech at Patrick Henry College, a
Christian university about 50 miles outside Washington in
Loudoun County, Pence echoed many of the criticisms
Youngkin has made central to his campaign and praised
activists in the surrounding suburbs for propelling a
“movement spreading all across the country."
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